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Abstract: A photodetector is a type of optoelectronic device with excellent photoelectric conversion
abilities, which has especially important applications in many fields such as optical communication,
image sensing, aerospace/environmental detection, and military safety. Among these applications,
the multiplier effect of optoelectronic devices has been widely explored because photodetectors
can convert a very weak optical signal into electrical signal output and offer amazing electron
multiplication abilities. To date, hundreds of multiplier effects of photodetectors have been reported.
However, there are few reviews on the multiplier effects of such devices. Here, a review of the
multiplier effects of photodetectors covering detection spectra from ultraviolet to infrared is presented,
including photodetectors based on inorganic materials, organic materials, and organic/inorganic
materials. First, we provide brief insights into the detection mechanisms of multiplier effects of
photodetectors and introduce the merits that represent key factors for a reasonable comparison of
different photodetectors. Then, the multiplier effect on different types of material photodetectors is
reviewed. Notably, we summarize the optimization directions of the performance of the multiplier
photodetectors, including improving the external quantum efficiency, reducing the dark current,
and increasing the response speed and spectral regulation. Finally, an outlook is delivered, the
challenges and future directions are discussed, and general advice for designing and realizing novel
high-performance photodetectors with multiplier effects is given to provide a guideline for the future
development of this fast-developing field. The bottlenecks of existing multiplier technology are also
analyzed, which has strong reference significance for the future development of this field.

Keywords: photodetectors; multiplier effect; photogain; response speed

1. Introduction

An optical signal is one of the most important information carriers through space.
Researchers have long studied devices (photodetectors) that can detect optical signals [1–4].
With the advent of the post-Moore era, the trend of the ‘Internet of Everything’ has led to
higher performance and functional requirements for photodetectors [5–7]. Photodetectors
are devices that convert absorbed light or other electromagnetic energy into electron–hole
pairs and collect them via electrodes to generate current. Photodetectors have a very
wide range of uses, including in the ultraviolet region, missile guidance, environmental
pollution monitoring, and the purification of sewage [5,6,8,9]. In the visible light region,
such devices can be used for image sensing, industrial automatic control, and photometric
measurements. In the infrared region, photodetectors have very important application
value in missile guidance, infrared thermal imaging, infrared remote sensing, and other
fields [8–15]. In addition, in order to meet the application requirements of special scenes
such as quantum communication and single-photon detection, photodetectors must have
extremely high detection sensitivity [16–20]. Generally, the methods used to improve the
detection sensitivity of photodetectors are as follows: (1) improving the EQE or gain and
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(2) reducing the dark current [21–25]. Therefore, the possibility of a multiplier detector that
can improve photoelectric gain has attracted the attention of researchers [26–30].

Using multiplier effects to improve the EQE or gain of photodetectors is an important
way to improve the sensitivity of photoelectric detection [31,32]. Different material systems
have different photomultiplier effects. For inorganic materials, photomultiplier effects
are usually generated by collision ionization, and carrier avalanche multiplier effects are
generated by constant collision ionization between the light carrier and crystal lattice
under the acceleration of a strong electric field [32,33]. For organic materials, there are
multiple exciton effects of the material itself, such as quantum dots, and exciton fission
effects, such as naphthacene and pentacene. There are also electron traps located between
metal and organic materials that assist hole tunneling effects and hole traps that assist
electron tunneling [9,34]. However, using different structures such as 2D micro–nano optical
enhancement can also make the device have a multiplier effect. Additionally, the recently
discovered organic/inorganic heterojunction structure also offers interface contact effects,
and the photoelectric device prepared using this structure has a multiplier effect. This
structure also has a gate-regulating effect and a recently verified ballistic avalanche effect,
which provides the theoretical basis for a fuller explanation of the working mechanism
underlying the photomultiplier effect. In particular, diamond-based photoconductors offer
good photomultiplier effects in solar blind applications [35–37]. In addition, an orthogonal
κ-Ga2O3 coating offers a light gain of more than 1000 in the ultraviolet spectrum [38–40].

Although different types of photomultiplier devices have been developed, a com-
prehensive review of such devices has not yet been published. Therefore, this paper
systematically and comprehensively reviews methods to improve the EQE or optical gain
of optoelectronic devices, including multiple exciton effects, semiconductor avalanche
effects, external circuit carrier injection organic photomultiplier effects, gate regulation,
micro–nano optical enhancement effects, and material exciton fission effects. In this review,
the physical mechanisms of different effects are described in detail, the application scenarios
of different multiplier effects are analyzed, and the input of corresponding detector types
is classified and analyzed. Secondly, we present some important advances and methods
made in improving the external quantum efficiency (EQE), dark current, response speed,
and spectral performance of photomultiplier detectors. Finally, this review summarizes the
systematic research and proposes the problems and challenges that should be solved in
future research on optoelectronics with a multiplier effect.

2. Performance Parameters and Physical Mechanism of Photomultiplier Detector

Generally speaking, photodetectors can be divided into photoconductive, photovoltaic,
and photothermoelectric types according to the different working effects [10–12]. The
photoconductivity effect is a phenomenon that changes the electrical conductivity of a
material due to the absorption of photon energy, transforming non-conductive electrons
into conductive ones. In the photovoltaic effect, photoinduced electron–hole (e–h) pairs are
generated and separated in the interfacial contact field of P–N or Schottky junctions formed
in different materials. The photothermoelectric effect refers to the effect of temperature
changes caused by light that is converted into electricity.

2.1. Performance Parameters

The performance parameters of the detector mainly include responsivity, response
time, detectivity, internal/external quantum efficiency, on/off ratio, and photogain.

2.1.1. Responsivity (R)

R is one of the most important parameters in photodetectors. The phenomenon where
electrons absorb the energy of light and detach from the metal surface when irradiated
with light of an appropriate wavelength is called the photoelectric effect. The electrons
that detach from the metal surface are called “photoelectrons”. The current formed by
photoelectrons is called the photocurrent (Iph) [41–43]. This variable can represent the
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photogenerated voltage (VPh) or generated by irradiation with a certain power density [43],
while R can be expressed as

RV =
Vph

Pin
or Ri =

Iph

Pin
(1)

where P denotes the irradiated light power of a laser. R is wavelength-dependent due to
the sensitive material layer’s light absorption and energy gap [44–47].

2.1.2. Response Time (τ)

Variable τ denotes the transfer speed of a photoexciton carrier in the device. τ is
affected by many factors, such as the equivalent intrinsic RC as well as defects and trap
state in TIs. Generally, τ is defined as the light current increased from 10% to 90% (rise
time) and decreasing from 90% to 10% (off time) [48,49]. Response time can be adjusted
systematically through interface processing and trap state modulation.

2.1.3. Detectivity (D*)

D* denotes the ability to detect the minimum power density of the illumination signal,
which can be calculated as follows:

D∗ =
√

A× ∆ f
PN

=
Ri
√

A× ∆ f
Iin

(2)

where A is the area of the device, ∆f is the measurement bandwidth, and PN is the noise-
equivalent power. D* is represented in units of Jones. The noise of the device mainly
includes the shot noise, thermal noise, and 1/f noise. However, we usually use the following
formula to represent D*, which only considers the shot noise:

D∗ =

√
Ae f f Ri
√

2eIdark
(3)

where Aeff represents the effective area of the photoelectric device channel [48,49].

2.1.4. On/Off Ratio

The on/off ratio denotes the quantity ratio between light current and Idark. Generally
speaking, due to the photovoltaic effect, Idark is suppressed by rectification effects to obtain
a high Iph and achieve a high on/off ratio [43–47].

2.1.5. External Quantum Efficiency (EQE)

EQE represents the ratio of the number of photo-generated e–h carriers to incident
photons over a specific time, defined as

EQE =
Iph

Pin

hv
e

= Ri
hv
e

(4)

The internal quantum efficiency (IQE) is measured in a similar way except that only
the absorbed light power is used for the calculation. Hence, IQE is defined as

IQE =
NC
NA

=
EQE
ηA

(5)

where Φ, q, hν, NC, and NA represent photon flux, unit electron charge, the energy of one sin-
gle photon, collected charge carriers, and absorbed photons, respectively. In this expression,
ηA = NA/N1, N1 represents the number of photons illuminating the device [48–50].
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2.1.6. Photogain (G)

G is used to evaluate the ability of a single incident photon to generate multiple
carriers. Due to its long life (τlife) and short drift transit time (τtran), a photoelectron or hole
can be cycled through the channel many times, resulting in a photoconductive gain. G is
expressed as

G =
τli f e

τtran
=

µτli f e

L2Vbias
(6)

where Vbias, µ, and L represent the applied bias voltage, carrier mobility, and length of the
device channel, respectively.

Usually, G is the number of carriers circulating in the circuit per incident photon. In a
photodiode, the optical gain is less than one unless there is a carrier multiplier effect. In an
optical conductor, one type of carrier (e.g., a hole) is usually trapped in a trap or sensitized
center and has a lifetime of τ, while the other type (e.g., an electron) is free to travel across
the channel and has a transmission time of τtran. If the carrier lifetime is greater than the
transport time, the free electron will recirculate several times before recombining with the
captured hole, resulting in a photogain.

2.2. Multiple Exciton Generation

Multiple exciton effect (MEG) refers to the physical process by which two or more
electron–hole pairs are generated after a high-energy photon is absorbed by nanomateri-
als. Nanomaterials are made from semiconductor materials such as silicon and gallium
arsenide that have many excellent properties. For example, the quantum tunneling effect in
nanoscale semiconductor materials leads to anomalous electron transport, reduced conduc-
tivity, and a decrease in electrical conductivity with a decrease in particle size, potentially
leading to negative values. These characteristics play an important role in fields such as
large-scale integrated circuit devices and optoelectronic devices. This effect usually occurs
in quantum dot materials and thin film materials, which have not only important basic
research significance but also potential application value in the field of new and high-
performance optoelectronic devices. When a semiconductor material absorbs a photon, it
generally produces a pair of hot carriers with certain kinetic energy. In the traditional pho-
toexcitation process, a hot carrier collides with the lattice, and the radiating phonons relax
to the band edge at a picosecond time scale (Figure 1a) [51]. Figure 1c shows that photon
energy cannot be absorbed when the energy is lower than the band gap width, combination
of electron–hole pairs, junction potential difference, and contact potential difference, as
well as other loss factors. Nano-crystals have atom-like discrete energy levels, and their
band gap Eg (the difference between the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied energy
states) is regulated by their scales, which reduces the phonon radiation probability, leading
to slower relaxation of electrons, effectively inhibiting Auger recombination [52–55]. On the
other hand, the surface electrons of nanocrystals are increased, and the interaction between
electrons is enhanced, thereby enhancing the coulomb interaction [53]. In addition, because
the scale of the nanometer semiconductor is small, providing limited space for the area of
the carrier, the momentum is no longer conserved [56]. Therefore, nanomaterials absorption
occurs after high-energy photons produce a hot electron; as a result of auger recombination
effectively restraining and enhancing the coulomb interaction, the hot electron is no longer
in the form of phonon radiation cooling but stimulates the ground-state electronics and
relaxes the bottom of the conduction band, as shown in Figure 1b [57]. In this process, when
the photon energy is higher than the energy threshold Eth > 2Eg, the nanomaterials can
produce two or more electron–hole pairs, whose multiple exciton generation efficiency is
characterized by the EQE (i.e., absorbing a single photon and the number of electron–hole
pairs generated within it) [58]. The traditional light absorption process of absorbing a single
photon generally only produces one electron–hole pair, and the EQE is a straight line at
Eth > Eg (Figure 1c). The ultimate efficiency of energy conversion reaches its maximum at
Eg = 1.1 eV, which is 44%. Additionally, the number of electron–hole pairs produced by
the multi-exciton effect process is related to the energy of incident photons. The efficiency
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of IQE after a change is shown in Figure 1d, and the ultimate efficiency of the energy
conversion is close to 100% when Eg approaches zero [59].
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of optical excitation and energy loss of semiconductors: (a,b) Schematic
diagram of multiple exciton effects. (c) EQE of conventional photoexcitation and (d) multiple exciton
production processes (illustrated by the ultimate efficiency of the corresponding two processes) [51].

2.3. Semiconductor Avalanche Effect

In a high-voltage field, the semiconductor carrier will be electric heating (see the hot
carrier in the semiconductor). Part of the carrier can obtain high enough energy, and the
carrier may, through collision, transfer energy to electrons and lead to ionization, resulting
in an electron–hole pair creation. This process is called impact ionization [60–62]. The
carrier impact ionization rate is dependent on electric field intensity and represents a
function of temperature (as the temperature increases, lattice scattering increases, which
tends to hinder the heating of the carrier; usually, the ionization rate decreases with an
increase in temperature), in which electrons and holes generally have different ionization
rates [63,64]. The resulting electron–hole pairs, which move in opposite directions in the
electric field, are heated by the electric field and generate new electron–hole pairs. In this
way, a large number of carriers can be exponentially increased. The working mechanism is
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shown in Figure 2a. This phenomenon is called the avalanche multiplier effect and causes
the breakdown of the P–N junction [65–67]. For a P–N junction with reverse bias, there
is a strong electric field in the space charge area. When the reverse bias is high enough,
and the electric field is strong enough in the space charge area, an avalanche multiplier
effect will be generated as the thermal carrier passes through the strong electric field
area (as shown in Figure 2c). The reverse current then increases rapidly with the reverse
voltage through a phenomenon known as avalanche breakdown [68,69]. In 2019, a novel
semiconductor avalanche mechanism was verified in a two-dimensional material InSe/BP
vertical heterojunction device; the physical mechanism of a ballistic avalanche device is
shown in Figure 2b [70]. Figure 2d shows the ballistic avalanche effect and quantum ballistic
transport combined with the avalanche breakdown process. Here, the use of a ballistic
transport charge presents almost no scattering and can maintain the quantum properties of
the phase. Combining the nanoscale-controlled avalanche effect in the realization of carrier
multiplier amplification while also maintaining low power consumption and low noise is
expected to solve the working voltage of traditional devices encountering large avalanches,
as device size currently represents a technology bottleneck.
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Figure 2. Avalanche phenomenon and device application schematic diagram: (a,b) Schematic
diagram of the traditional avalanche effect and ballistic avalanche effect ionization. (c) Working
principle diagram of electronic avalanche photodiode. (d) Trajectory avalanche output curve for an
InSe/BP vertical heterojunction device.

2.4. External Circuit Carrier Injection Organic Photomultiplier Effect

The working principle of the organic photomultiplier detector is to use the electron
trap to help the hole form a tunneling effect or to use the hole trap to assist the electron
in forming the tunneling effect, so as to produce a large number of carriers in the external
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circuit injection loop and finally achieve an external EQE far beyond 100%. When the metal
electrode comes into contact with an organic semiconductor, the Fermi level (EF) of the
metal electrode is different from that of the organic semiconductor material, resulting in
a band bend at its interface, which is referred to as Schottky contact [71–73]. When the
Fermi energy level of the metal electrode is higher than the EF of the organic matter, the
semiconductor materials and electrons will flow from the metal-organic semiconductor and
from the electrode to the organic semiconductor layer field formed by built-in electricity. As
shown in Figure 3a, band bending, which forms a downward bend at the interface between
organic materials, hinders the diffusion of organic semiconductors into the electrode. To
achieve band bending (Figure 3a), low-power function electrodes such as Ag, Al, and Mg
are usually required. When the Fermi level of the metal electrode is lower than that of
the organic semiconductor materials, electrons will flow out of the organic semiconductor
electrode. At this stage, the organic semiconductor layer formed refers to an electrode with
an internal electric field. The corresponding band bending is shown in Figure 3e. This
process forms an upward bend at the interface between organic materials, which prevents
the diffusion of organic semiconductor electrons towards the electrode. The band bending
shown in Figure 3e can be constructed using Au, indium tin oxide (ITO), Pt, and other
high-power metals. In practice, the electrode surface can be modified to adjust the electrode
work function and further adjust the band bending [74,75]. This effect can also be applied
using conventional semiconductors.
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Figure 3. (a–d) Schematic diagram of organic photomultiplier detectors for electron trap auxiliary
hole tunneling and (e–h) hole trap auxiliary electron tunneling (including the EFM metal Fermi
level, ELUMO organic semiconductor LUMO level, and EHOMO organic semiconductor HOMO level).
(a,e) Band bending diagram without bias. (b,f) Photogenic carriers captured by traps. (c,g) The trap
carrier transmitting to the junction area after bias is applied. (d,h) The arrival of trap carriers in the
junction area causes carriers in the external circuit to tunnel into the semiconductor, thus forming a
current multiplier effect.

2.5. External Grid Control Mechanism

The electrostatic modulation capability of the transistor structure can be used to change
the carrier concentration of the material in a controllable and reversible manner, thus alter-
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ing the electrical and optical properties of the materials [76–78]. The traditional transistor
structure includes the source drain, conducting channel, and gate used to regulate channel
conductance. The typical channel is relatively thin. The source leakage at both ends of the
channel provides extremely low resistance and has ohmic contact characteristics [79,80].
The gate electrode and channel form a capacitive structure for the metal insulator semi-
conductor. When voltage exists at both ends of the channel, interface charge is induced at
the interface between the gate medium and semiconductor, and the electric field passing
through the semiconductor also induces band bending at the interface of the gate medium
semiconductor. Since the movement of the Fermi energy level with respect to the conduc-
tion band or valence band will change the moving charge and interface conductance at the
channel interface, the carrier concentration at the channel interface will accumulate or be
exhausted by an applied electric field in relation to the channel volume concentration. The
structure of a typical type of FET is shown in Figure 4a. Depending on the gate voltage,
this type of device will have one of three operating modes: depletion, accumulation, or
inversion. The induced charge does not change the channel conductance until the gate
voltage reaches the threshold voltage of the device. In addition, there is a new kind of
regulation mechanism—photogating effect, which can be simply interpreted as light raw po-
tential regulation and a control function, usually for the “core–shell” structure of nanowire
transistors. Not only does the light-incident photon increase the number of free carrier
“nuclear” layers, but also the “shell” layer surface state captures some photo-production
carrier forming a type of “floating gate”, further regulating “nuclear” layer conductance
and enabling nanowire transistors to be generated because less photon irradiation leads to
a larger current and high gain. A typical structure is shown in Figure 4b [81–83].
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2.6. Regulation Effect of Micro–Nano Structure

Micro–nano optical enhancement mainly utilizes surface isoexciters, the near-field
enhancement effects of the plasmon, the micro–nano optical junction, and the reflective
optical junction to improve device performance. The medium local surface isopolarization
and propagation surface isopolarization are the elementary excitation generated by the
interaction between light and free electrons in the metal. At a subwavelength scale, these
forms of excitation constrain the light field and transmission characteristics, thus breaking
the diffraction limit, as shown in Figure 5 [84–86]. Like a laser, the characteristic size of a
resonator can be as small as the submicron, deep submicron, or even nanometer level. The
loss caused by joule heating is a bottleneck in the application of linear energy transfer (LET)
components because of electron oscillation. In addition, by relying on local resonance such
as electromagnetic field enhancement and slow light effect mechanisms, the micro–nano
optical structure can effectively control light and matter (atomic, molecular, quantum dots,
nonlinear material, etc.), the interaction of features, surface plasmon (using the plasmon
near-field enhancement effect in the direction of the surface electric field parallel to the
growth direction of the electronics), and photonic quantum-well-coupling resonance waves,
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as well as improve the absorbing ability of the quantum well to align the incident light,
thereby improving the detection efficiency of infrared detectors [87–90].
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2.7. Singlet Fission Effect

Singlet fission (SF) is a process by which a singlet excited state (S1) is converted into
two triplet excited states (T1) within a molecular system (Figure 6). The paper defining
the term SF was published in 1963, in which Singh and Stoicheff used the context of SF
to explain their observations in anthracene crystals [91]. In the following years, similar
observations were reported for tetracene crystals [92–94]. This term was mainly used to ex-
plain the occurrence of delayed fluorescence, which was also used to identify and indirectly
confirm this phenomenon [95–100]. Likewise, SF was later observed in carotenoids and
conjugated polymers [101,102]. The conversion efficiency of photoelectric devices can be
improved using the SF effect. Molecular dimers, especially those derived from pentacene,
offer a versatile platform to understand many of the individual processes and spin states
along the SF pathway, and several fundamental milestones have been reached.
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3. Classification of Photomultiplier Detectors

According to different core-sensitive materials, photomultiplier detectors can be di-
vided into inorganic photomultiplier detectors, organic photomultiplier detectors, and
organic and inorganic photomultiplier detectors, which are based on a new 2D material
photomultiplier detector. This section will summarize and analyze the performance and
prospects for all types of photomultiplier detectors, introduce the performance, advantages,
and disadvantages of all types of devices, and highlight the potential for further research
and development, as well as future development directions.
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3.1. Traditional Inorganic Photomultiplier Detector

Inorganic photomultiplier detectors mainly include photomultiplier tubes (PMTs),
avalanche photodiodes (APDs), frequency up-conversion, and superconducting nano-wire
single-photon detectors (SNSPDs).

PMTs are vacuum tubes used to detect very weak light. Since the first PMT was
first made in 1936, they have been widely used commercially [103–105]. As shown in
Figure 7, PMTs are composed of a photocathode, a double-level electron optical system,
and an anode. The vacuum protection shell of the photocathode is formed by a functional,
small, alkali metal compound coating. In the photocathode, when a certain energy of
photon irradiation occurs outside the photoelectric effect, the photons become electrons,
and electronic constraints through the electronic optical system in the electric field are
doubled. The electronic grade is accelerated after bombardment, multiplied by the electric
field on the surface of the secondary electron materials, thereby realizing the multiplication
of electronic and electrical signals after the multi-stage multiplier reaches 105–109 times
that of the amplifier. The amplifier output signal is the anode after collection [106,107].
In general, PMTs have a large detection area and extremely high sensitivity and gain.
However, PMTs have the disadvantages of low time resolution, a large physical size, and a
demanding working environment.
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APDs have high internal gain and frequency response characteristics, which are usu-
ally formed through heavy doping at the P–N junction [108–110]. The APD usually works
under high inverse bias pressure. When the incident photogenesis carrier in the absorption
layer collides and dissociates, the carrier and lattice inside the device will produce an ex-
tremely strong avalanche multiplier effect, which can amplify the photocurrent generated
by a single carrier to a macroscopic level that can be detected [111–113]. The basic structure
of APD is the PN junction under reverse bias. When a photon enters into an electron
in the absorbed region, an electron–hole pair will be generated. Under the action of the
reverse bias electric field, the electron–hole pair will drift in different directions to form a
photocurrent. Compared to PMTs, semiconductor APD devices are small in size, low in
production cost, and do not require high vacuum working conditions. However, due to the
band gap of semiconductor materials, the APD working waveband is concentrated in the
visible to near-infrared regions.

The core of frequency up-conversion detection technology is to convert long-wave
photons into short-wave photons that can be easily detected [114–117]. The principle is to
generate frequency changes through the sum frequency effect of nonlinear optical crystals.
Meanwhile, a weak light signal with frequency A and a strong pump light with frequency B
are injected to generate the output light with frequency C under certain conditions. Under
a sufficiently strong pump light, the conversion efficiency is very high while preserving the
quantum properties of the input signal photons. For example, in periodically polarized
lithium niobate crystal, the incident signal light of 1550 nm can be converted into light of
630 nm under the action of 1064 nm pump light, which can be detected by the existing
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silicon avalanche photonic avalanche photodiode, whose conversion efficiency can reach
more than 90% [116]. At present, the main challenge of frequency conversion single photon
detection technology in practical applications is that it requires strong pumping light. If the
pump light is concentrated in a small area through the waveguide to improve the intensity,
the waveguide input and output losses will be higher, as will the background noise.

Recently, an SNSD utilizing the critical temperature effect of superconductors to detect
photomultiplication was developed. The initial superconducting nanowires operate at
ultra-low temperatures below the superconducting threshold temperature (1.5~4 K), and
the operating current is below the critical current. When one or more incident photons
are absorbed by nanowires, the local thermal effect will be triggered, making the local
temperature higher than the threshold temperature of superconductivity. The material
near the absorption point will then change from a superconducting state to a resistance
state, which will lead to the current passing around the point, thus making the surrounding
current density exceed the critical current and transform into a positive normal state.
This trend will continue to expand and form a resistance partition across the nanowire,
causing the wire’s resistivity to rapidly increase and creating a detectable voltage pulse that
enables avalanche photon detection. To improve the photosensitive surfaces of devices,
nanowires are usually made into winding bands [117]. Due to the occurrence and recovery
time of thermal effects, the time jitter of SNSPD is very low—only about 100 ps in large-
array detectors and lower than 50 ps in small-array detectors [118]. Although SNSPDs are
characterized by high speed, sensitivity, and no posterior pulse [119–121], they are currently
limited by their material growth and preparation processes. To achieve superconductivity,
SNSPDs need to operate below the temperature of liquid helium. However, with the
emergence of the next generation of efficient devices, SNSPDs will be widely used in the
field of quantum information [122].

3.2. Organic Photomultiplier Detectors

Organic photomultiplier detectors (OPMDs) can be divided into two types, small
molecular- and polymer-based detectors, based on the different materials in their active lay-
ers. Because the synthesis method for organic materials is simple, the energy level structure
can be designed freely. These materials also have the advantages of low cost, easy process-
ing, environmental friendliness, and flexibility [74,123]. In recent years, photodetectors
based on organic materials have been successively reported [123–135]. However, collision
ionization cannot be realized in organic semiconductor materials because the binding
energy of excitons in organic semiconductors is approximately 0.1~0.4 eV, which is about
three orders of magnitude higher than that of inorganic semiconductor materials [126]. In
1994, Hiramoto et al. reported the first OPMD. Subsequently, a series of in-depth studies
were carried out in this direction [127]. Organic photomultiplier detection technology has
been developed for more than 20 years. The structure of this technology has transformed
from simple to heterogeneous, and its performance has been constantly optimized. The
working principle of OPMD is to use an electron trap auxiliary hole to form a tunneling
effect or to use a hole trap auxiliary electron to form the tunneling effect, so as to produce
a large number of carriers in the external circuit injection loop and achieve an EQE far
beyond 100%.

3.3. Two-Dimensional Material Photomultiplier Detectors (2D PMDs)

Two-dimensional materials represented by graphene have excellent semiconductor
properties such as high carrier mobility and wide spectral response ranges, but their Ri
values (~0.01 A/W) and optical gain effects (external EQE: 0.1%~0.2%) are extremely low
due to the absence of a band gap and the presence of natural defects [128,129]. Zhang
et al. obtained a pure graphene photodetector with high Ri (8.61 A/W) and high optical
gain by re-designing the device structure [130]. Due to the limitations of the material itself,
the photocurrent response characteristics of intrinsic 2D photodetectors cannot meet the
demands of actual use, so a composite material structure system is required, as the different
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components of materials in such a system can compensate for each other in terms of
performance. Additionally, a composite photodetector in the range of spectral response, Ri,
and mobility, D*, could improve the detection rate of performance parameters. Compared
to a single material, the optical response degree of the composite structure photodetector
can generally be improved by more than 10 times, and some can even be improved by
more than 1000 times [131–133]. The structure of such a photodetector is mainly divided
into two types. In one type, when the current flows through the closed loop, it needs to
pass through different types of materials (i.e., heterojunctions). In the other type, when
the current flows through the closed loop and needs to pass through different types of
materials, a channel conductive matrix is used to improve the material’s photoelectric
properties through sensitization.

3.4. Organic/Inorganic Heterojunction Photomultiplier Detector

Inorganic materials have the advantages of high carrier mobility, high stability, and
long service life, but their absorption band is narrow, there are fewer kinds of optional
materials available, and they entail a high production cost. Additionally, organic materials
are low cost, transparent, flexible, lightweight, and can be easily processed. However,
they also have a low dielectric constant and low carrier mobility. These characteristics,
through an effective combination of organic and inorganic materials, foster the material’s
strengths and circumvent its weaknesses, enabling the preparation of more flexible compo-
nents, such as photovoltaic devices, for the P–N junction [134,135]. There are currently two
approaches toward developing organic/inorganic heterojunctions: One involves imple-
menting a heterojunction with excellent properties [136–140]. The other involves improving
the properties of inorganic materials by modifying organic molecules on inorganic mate-
rials. The multiplier effect of photoelectric properties can be realized through the above
two methods. Yang et al. obtained an EQE higher than 100% and a significant photovoltaic
effect by using a planar vertical heterojunction composed of organic matter and topological
insulators [141–143]. Most international research in the field has focused on the feasibility
of exploring and realizing device performance along with organic/inorganic heterojunction
structure design and optimization. Notably, studies considering the photoelectric charac-
teristics of the micro-physical mechanism remain few in number. The micro mechanism in
this research could help further optimize the heterojunction structure to ultimately achieve
the controllable preparation of heterojunction devices with excellent characteristics.

4. Performance Optimization of Photomultiplier Detector
4.1. Improve the EQE of Devices

EQE is the key performance index for a photoelectric detector. Accordingly, the device
detection rate will be most sensitive to this value. Under the same incident light intensity
irradiation, a device with a higher EQE can output a higher photocurrent. Therefore,
improving the EQE is an important aspect to optimize the performance of photodetectors.
For inorganic materials, the EQE can be improved by using a structure of enhanced ab-
sorption. As shown in Figure 8a, Yao et al. designed a Bi2Te3/SnTe/Bi2Te3 photoelectric
detector with an EQE of up to 1833% [144]. In addition, Figure 8b shows the use of a
graphene/Bi2Te3 photomultiplier detector with optical enhancement architecture and an
internal gain of 87 [145]. For small molecular-based organic photomultiplier detectors
(Figure 8c), Nakayama et al. treated thin phET–PTC film with a tetrahydrofuran solvent,
which significantly improved the photomultiplier performance of the device [146]. This
study also showed that adjusting the evaporation rate of organic thin films can also change
device performance and that a lower evaporation rate is conducive to obtaining devices
with a higher photomultiplier coefficient (Figure 8d) [147]. For the bulk heterojunction
polymer photomultiplier detector, through the insertion of different functional layers, the
barrier width injected by the hole from the external circuit can be increased such that the
EQE of the organic optoelectronic device can reach 37,500% [74]. Similar effects can also
be achieved using organic materials to contact metal-like films, thereby achieving 100%
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EQE [141–143]. Currently reported devices with external EQE can exceed 105% [148]. To in-
tuitively study the performance optimization of photomultiplier detectors, the performance
of the relevant detectors mentioned above is outlined in Table 1.
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Table 1. Comparison of the structures and performance indicators of published photodetectors.

Materials G EQE D*
Jones

Ri
(A/W) Ref.

P3HT:PC71BM / 6380% / / [148]
MePTC/Au >104 / / / [147]
phET-PTC >104 / / / [146]

graphene/Bi2Te3 87 / / 35 [145]
Bi2Te3/SnTe/Bi2Te3 / 1833% 6 × 1010 5.5 [144]

(Cd1−xZnx)3As2/MoO3 / 855.8% 6.4 × 1010 3.1 [143]
Bi2Se3/MoO3 / 4.9 × 104% 5.79 × 1011 1.6 × 104 [142]
Bi2Te3/PbPc / 4534% 1.85 × 1010 23.54 [141]
Bi2Te3/CuPc / 4503% 0.97 × 1010 13.42 [141]

P3HT:PC61BM / 37,500% / / [74]
InSe/BP ~3 × 104 / / / [70]

Bi2Te3/Pentacene / 2840% / 14.89 [41]
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4.2. Reduce Dark Current

Reducing the dark current of the photodetector can help obtain a higher detection
rate. When the response rates of different devices are equal, the lower the dark current of
the device, the lower the equivalent power of its noise, and the weaker the optical signal
able to be detected. The use of a heterojunction structure is one of the most effective ways
to reduce the dark current of devices. Yang et al. prepared planar heterojunctions using
molybdenum oxide and topological insulators (Figure 9a) and obtained a dark current
lower than 1nA and a switch ratio of up to 105 [143]. Schottky contact can also reduce the
dark current of the device, and electrode contact with 2D materials can reduce the dark
current of the device by two levels [149]. In addition, organic devices can add different
modification layers to reduce the dark current of the device (Figure 9b,c). For example,
Huang et al. introduced a layer of C–TPD between PEDOT:PSS and C60 as the modification
layer, which significantly improved the surface and internal morphology of the C60 thin
film and reduced its dark current by three to four orders of magnitude [75,150]. Using an
interface modification layer to block the injection of holes and carriers can also reduce the
dark current of the device (Figure 9d) [151].
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intensity levels [150]. (d) The photocurrent and dark current density of the PVK/ZnO device
illustrated by the device structure [151].

4.3. Adjust Response Speed

The response speed of photodetectors is also of concern to researchers. The pho-
tocurrent generated by a photomultiplier device is the carrier captured by the trap and
drifting towards the junction area under the action of an electric field. This process requires
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significant time, and usually, the response speed of the device is slow. Thermal annealing
is another good way to eliminate interface defects and enhance interface contact. As shown
in Figure 10a, the response speed of heterogeneous junction devices can differ by two–three
orders of magnitude depending on whether they are annealed or not [143]. Meantime, a
series of studies were conducted to improve the response speed of small molecular-based
organic photomultiplier detectors. For example, in 2000, Nakayama et al. compared the
device properties of ITO/phET–PTC/NTCDA/Au and ITO/NTCDA/Au. The authors
found that the film surface morphology obtained through evaporation and plating NTCDA
on the ITO surface was very poor, but high-quality PHET–PTC film could be obtained
on the ITO surface. This difference greatly improved the bias voltage that the device
containing the PHET–PTC-modified layer could withstand [152]. Figure 10b shows the
transient test performance of two different devices. It can be clear that the rising time of
devices without a modification layer under a bias voltage of 12 V exceeded 60 s, while
the rising time of devices with a modification layer under a bias voltage of 20 V was only
3.7 s. The introduction of this modification layer did not prevent multiplication behavior at
the NTCDA/Au interface because the LUMO energy level of PHET–PTC was lower than
that of NTCDA, enabling the electrons injected from the gold electrode to reach the ITO
electrode successfully. In addition, the carrier transport performance of the active layer
could be improved to improve the response speed of the device [153,154].
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4.4. Adjust the Spectrum

The spectral adjustment of the detector mainly includes broadening and narrowing.
The main way to broaden the band of the detector is to introduce new sensitive layer
materials. For example, Lu et al. created a heterogeneous junction structure by adopting a
few layers of MoTe2–Si composite (the device structure diagram is shown in Figure 11a).
The photoelectric detector has a wide spectral response of 300–1800 nm (the absorption
diagram is shown in Figure 11b), which widened the response range of the SI-based
photoelectric detector in the near-infrared waveband [155]. The unique vertical N–N
heterojunction design and the preparation of ultra-thin layered MoTe2 film provide a new
direction for the construction of high-speed, wide-spectrum, silicon-compatible 2D–3D
heterojunction photodetectors. At the same time, doped organic dyes can be used to
broaden the response of the device in the infrared band. In 2010, Chen et al. not only
achieved a breakthrough through the incorporation of IR-125 organic dye by avoiding
the appearance of a photomultiplier effect in the P3HT/PCBM heterojunction device with
a mass ratio of 1:1 but also greatly broadened the response spectrum of the device, as
shown in Figure 11c [156]. Compared to devices without dye doping, devices doped with
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IR-125 showed a significant photomultiplier effect in the near-infrared band, with EQE
values exceeding 100% in a wavelength range of less than 900 nm. Subsequently, the dye
IR-125 and Q-Switch were combined into a P3HT/PCBM active layer to further improve
the response of the device in the infrared band, as shown in Figure 9d [157]. A series of
material doping results followed, all with fairly good results [158,159].

Low-cost narrow-band detectors are urgently needed in the fields of national defense,
fluorescence microscopy, and surveillance technology. An ideal narrow-band response
of the detector offers good shielding against external light, high EQE values at a specific
wavelength, low noise current (dark current), and, most importantly, an ideal half-peak full-
width at half maximum [160–162]. There are two methods commonly used to obtain an ideal
narrow-band response from a photomultiplier detector. First, color filters are used to select
the response to a specific wavelength, but this can lead to optical attenuation, which reduces
the optical response rate of the device. Moreover, the introduction of additional color filters
can make the system relatively complex. Narrow-band UV response photodetectors can
be prepared using wideband gap materials. Li et al. used two-dimensional perovskite
materials to create a narrow-band photodetector with a highly tunable external EQE (200%),
ultra-low dark current (10−12 A), and a high switching ratio (103). In addition, the spectral
response of the narrow-band photodetector can be continuously modulated from red to
blue light, and the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of all detectors is less than 60 nm,
especially in the blue light wavelength range, where the FWHM is less than 20 nm. This
excellent performance can be attributed to the absorption of the self-trapping state below
the band gap in the two-dimensional perovskite and the combined effect of extremely
low conductivity in the outer direction of the crystal [163]. In addition, by thickening the
active layer (2.5 m) and adjusting the carrier collection efficiency, Wang et al. achieved a
narrow-band organic photomultiplier detector, as shown in Figure 11g,h. The highest EQE
value was 5350%, and the full width at half-maximum of the detection rate spectrum was
less than 30 nm [164].
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performance curve. (g,h) EQE curve and responsiveness curve of the P3HT/PC71BM (100:1) thickened
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5. Conclusions and Challenges

Photodetectors are widely used in the military, the national economy, general life,
and other fields. Specifically, photomultiplier detectors have attracted significant attention
because of their extremely high EQE and G. Indeed, photomultiplier detectors based on
inorganic, organic, and inorganic/organic combinations can be found in several everyday
applications. These components could replace or update the optical switches in some
existing electronic products, reducing the cost and product quality. Moreover, due to their
adjustable response speeds, photomultiplier detectors could play an important role in
industrial automatic control, distributed environmental monitoring, and other fields. In
addition, new photomultiplier detectors, such as ballistic avalanche photodetectors, could
be extended to the application fields of photodetectors, such as quantum communication,
high-precision single-photon detection, and other new fields.

In this paper, we reviewed the effects of EQE exceeding 100%, including multiple
exciton effects, semiconductor avalanche effects, carrier injection organic photomultiplier
effects in external circuits, gate regulating micro–nano optical enhancement effects, material
exciton fission effects, etc. The working principles and application prospects of these effects
were also reviewed. We also sorted and classified the working mechanisms of new and
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traditional photomultiplier effects, APDs, and new ballistic avalanche effects on the organic
photomultiplier, followed by exploring a new organic/inorganic device. Photomultiplier
devices have great potential but also face many challenges, such as the following:

1. Analysis of gain mechanisms remains incomplete, and many sources of high-EQE
device efficiency are still unclear.

2. There are still many problems in determining whether newly discovered effects can
be applied to the fabrication of actual devices, which will require further research
to resolve.

3. The response speed of reported photomultiplier detectors was found to be mostly in
the order of milliseconds, which cannot meet the needs of high-speed photodetectors.
How we can further improve the response speed of photomultiplier devices also
needs to be further studied.

4. The stability of the device was not discussed in most existing work, and solving the
stability problem is a key factor that must be overcome in the application of the device.

5. The introduction of a metal micro–nano structure has achieved great success in the
field of solar cells. However, whether introducing a metal micro–nano structure into
the photomultiplier detector would significantly improve device performance remains
to be determined in future studies.
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